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Wolf of wall street movie real story



Last weekend, The Wolf of Wall Street reached the $300 million mark and officially became Martin Scorsese's highest-grossing film. It's not hard to see why: the film is directed by one of the most iconic filmmakers of our time, tells a real salaz story about runners who have gone wrong, and stars several Hollywood
heavyweights, including Leonardo DiCaprio and Jonah Hill. But Wolf is not the first film to tell the story of the dominance and decline of the financial district. In fact, Hollywood has been doing Wall Street for years. If you can't get to your local theater to watch The Wolf of Wall Street, here are four other movies you can
watch in the meantime. 1. Trading venues (1983) — dir. John Landis High stakes entering trading on the stock market do not always lend themselves to comedy. But like The Wolf of Wall Street, Trading Places manages to make Wall Street laugh a funnyloud. The film, which is loosely based on Mark Twain's The Prince
and the Pauper, stars Dan Aykroyd and Eddie Murphy as a commodity broker and street con man who unknowingly trade places and experience what life is like on the other side of the socioeconomic fence. Trading Places was a critical and commercial success, praised for its rich social satire and chemistry between the
two tracks. If you like a good laugh, then you'll want to take a look at Trading Places. 2. Wall Street (1987) — dir. Oliver Stone Considered by many to be the film par excellence about the financial sector, Wall Street paints a picture of an industry that is equally dangerous and decadence. It stars Michael Douglas as
Gordon Gekko, the ruthless and cunning mentor who shows the strings to young stockbroker Bud Fox (Charlie Sheen). Wall Street is famous for its astetive and accurate representation of the excess and greed of the late 20th century. The film won the favor of fans and critics, and Michael Douglas took home the Oscar
for Best Actor for his compelling and captivating portray of Gekko. If you like high-risk dramas, then you can't miss Wall Street. 3. Boiler room (2000) — dir. Ben Younger How far are you willing to go to the top? That's often the question at the center of Wall Street movies, and Boiler Room is no different. It tells the story of
young stockbrokers running an illegitimate bomb and overturning trading company on the outskirts of the business district. When the FBI gets involved, the stakes get higher. Boiler Room is an adrenaline-boosting drama with memorable performances by Ben Affleck, Vin Diesel and Giovanni Ribisi. If you like modern
crime dramas that keep you on the edge of your seat, Boiler Room can be the movie for you. 4. Margin Call —dir. J.C. Chandor Margin Call – directed J.C. Chandor – takes us directly to the heart of Wall Street during the days of the start of the 2008 financial crisis. It stars Kevin Spacey, Demi Moore, Paul Bettany and
Zachary Quinto as smart stockbrokers who act quickly to try to avoid the consequences of the mass market Margin Call addresses the complaints many Americans had about Wall Street in the wake of the collapse by showing some merchants as unscrupulous and reckless. But it also gives an exciting realistic
representation of panic and claustrophobia in the financial sector when reality struck. If you love sandy, modern dramas, then you should take a look Margin Call. Learn more about Wall St. Cheat Sheet: Financial Market Data powered by Quotemedia.com. All rights reserved. Terms and Conditions. NYSE/AMEXdata was
delayed by 20 minutes. NASDAQ/other data delayed 15 minutes unless indicated. Copyright 2021 © InvestorPlace Media, LLC. All rights reserved. October 30, 2019 10:52 am ORDER ET Reprints Print article The rise of Senator Elizabeth Warren as leader for the Democratic presidential nomination has prompted strong
—and at least one case, scatological warnings—from wall streeters' rich. But some observers wonder if the concern is exaggerated. Leon Cooperman, the billionaire head of Omega Advisors, recently told Politico that the market would plummet by 25% if the Massachusetts Democrat was elected president and said he is
s-tting in the American dream. And billionaire money manager Ron Baron, a Democrat, has called it a proposal... An error has occurred, please try again later. Thank you This article has been sent to NEW YORK (TheStreet) -- The money, and the lengths people are going to go looking for it, has made Wall Street an
ideal backdrop for Hollywood for decades. Today, Oliver Stone brings the street back to the forefront of the public's mind with the release of Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps. The film stars Michael Douglas, Shia LaBeouf and Josh Brolin, the sequel to the original Wall Street that came out in 1987. It is also the first
sequel Stone has made. Coinciding with his debut, we have produced a presentation of the best-known films involving the Street. Wall Street (1987)Starring Charlie Sheen, Michael Douglas, Tamara Tunie Production Budget: $15 million. Opening weekend: $4.1 million Total Grossing: $43.8 million The original Wall
Street, directed by Oliver Stone, stars Michael Douglas as wealthy power broker Gordon Gekko and Charlie Sheen as the ambitious Bud Fox. Gekko takes the rookie stockbroker under his wing and teaches him the ruthless tactics that helped the corporate assailant reach the top. But when Gekko demands that his
protégé sucever his own father and risk the jobs and lives of his friends and family, Fox's conscience forces him to change things. Memorable movie moment: Bud Fox: How much is enough? Gordon Gekko: It's not a big issue, man. It's a zero-sum game, someone wins, someone loses. The money in it is not lost or
done, it is simply transferred from one perception to another. In 1988 Michael Douglas won an Oscar for Best Actor in a Lead Role for his wall street performance, as well as a Golden Globe for an actor's best performance in a drama film. Boiler Room (2000)Starring Giovanni Ribisi, Ron Rifkin, Rifkin, Diesel, Nia Long
Production Budget: $26 million Opening Weekend: $6.7 million Total U.S. Grossing: $16.9 million Seth Davis, played by Giovanni Ribisi, is a young university deer who runs an illegal underground casino. His father Marty, played by Ron Rifkin, is a federal judge in New York City. Eager to prove his worth to his father, he
joins J.T. Marlin, a murky brokerage firm on Long Island and quickly begins killing corrupt deals and false actions. Davis is absorbed by the high-risk game on the market and eventually must sacrifice himself to bring down the company. Memorable movie moment: Seth Davis: What do you mean you're going to happen.
Alan, the only people who make money are NFL quarterbacks and I don't see a number on your back. Trading Places (1983)Starring Dan Aykroyd, Eddie Murphy Production Budget: Unknown Opening Weekend: $7.3 million Total U.S. Grossing: $90.4 million The Duke Brothers, played by Ralph Bellamy and Don
Ameche, arrange a poor street con man named Billy Ray Valentine, played by Murphy, to change places with the wealthy Louis Winthorpe III, played by poor Ay Dany. Once Billy Ray realizes that the Duke brothers will send him back into his life of poverty after his experiment, he joins Winthorpe in planning his revenge.
Memorable movie moment: Billy Ray: When I was growing up, if we wanted a hot tub, we had to fart in the tub. American Psycho (2000)Starring Christian Bale, Justin Theroux, Josh Lucas Production Budget: $8 million opening weekend: Total U.S. Grossing $5 million: $15.1 million Patrick Bateman, played by Christian
Bale, leads a double life as a wealthy investment banking executive in New York and a psychopathic killer. He hides his alter ego from colleagues and friends, but feels deeper into his wildly illogical fantasies. Memorable movie moment: Evelyn Williams: You hate that job anyway. I don't see why you don't quit. Patrick
Bateman: Because I want to fit in. Rogue Trader (1999)Starring Ewan McGregor, Anna Friel, Nigel Lindsay Production Budget: 8.2 or 12.8 million euros Opening weekend: 269,871 or 422,000 total UK dollars: 969,565 euros or $15.2 million The film is based on the actual story about Nick Leeson, played by Ewan
McGregor, the man responsible for bringing down the British Baring Banks. The film follows Leeson while working in a Barings office in Indonesia. The cunning merchant self-deeds do his best, but ends up betting on over 800 million pounds with Baring's money. Memorable movie moment: Nick Leeson: I, Nicholas
Leeson, just lost 50 million pounds in one day! The Bonfire of Vanities (1990)Starring Tom Hanks, Bruce Willis, Griffith Production Budget: $47 million Opening Weekend: $4.2 million Total U.S. Grossing: $15.7 million from Wall Street agent Sherman McCoy, played by Tom Hanks, and his lover Maria Ruskin, played by
Melanie Griffith, became the center of an intriguing journalist's research after they hit a teenager with his car. Memorable Memorable Moment: Sir Gerald Moore: I was at dinner last night, and in the middle of the pudding, this four-year-old boy came alone, dragging a small toy cart. And there was some fresh shit in the
car. Yours, I guess. The parents shook their heads and smiled. I've made a big investment in you, Peter. Time and money, and it's not working. Now, I could shake my head and smile. But in my house, when shit comes up, we throw it away. We got rid of him. We threw it away. We don't put it on the table and call it
caviar. Glengarry Glen Ross (1992)Starring Al Pacino, Jack Lemmon, Alec Baldwin Production Budget: $12.5 million Opening Weekend: $2.1 million Total U.S. Grossing: $10.7 million The film is about four New York real estate vendors receiving a strong incentive to succeed in a sales contest. Blake, played by Alec
Baldwin, is sent by the agency's owners to motivate the vendors. He tells them that whoever has the most sales will receive a Cadillac Eldorado, the second prize is a game of meat knives, and whoever comes in last place will be fired. Vendors engage in a ruthless battle to do whatever it takes to be on top. Memorable
film moment: Blake: A-B-C. A-Always, B-Be, C-Closing. Always closing, always closing. Pursuit of Happyness (2006)Starring Will Smith, Jaden Smith, Thandie Newton Production Budget: $55 million Opening Weekend: $26.5 million Total U.S. Grossing: $162.6 million The film is based on a true story about a man named
Christopher Gardner, played by Will Smith. Chris gets a competitive stockbroker internship, but offers no payout. Without a salary, he and his son are forced to live on the streets, but Chris is determined to make it work for his son's sake. Memorable movie moment: Christopher Gardner: Hey. Never let someone tell you...
You can't do anything. Not even me. Very well? Christopher: All right. Christopher Gardner: You have a dream, you have to protect it. People can't do something on their own, they want to tell you you can't do it. If you want anything, go get it. Period. Working Girl (1988)Starring Harrison Ford, Sigourney Weaver, Griffith
Melanie Production Budget: $28 million Opening Weekend: $4.7 million Total U.S. Grossing: $64 million Tess McGill, played by Melanie Giffith, is an ambitious secretary who works for an unlarmed boss, Katharine Parker, played by Sigour Ney. When his boss is injured on vacation, McGill seizes the opportunity by
pretending to be Parker. She and investment broker Jack Trainer, played by Harrison Ford, come together to work in a big business, but she gets into a sticky situation when her boss returns to the office. Memorable movie moment: Tess McGill: I know what I'm doing. Cynthia: Yes, ruining your life. Tess No, I'm trying to
do better! I'm not going to spend the rest of my life working and not getting anywhere just because I followed rules that had nothing to do with the setup, okay? The secret to my success Michael J. Fox, Helen Slater, Susan Kellermann Production Budget: $7.8 million Total U.S. Grossing: $67 million Brantley Foster,
played by Michael J. Fox, gets a job in the mailroom at his uncle's multimillion-dollar company in New York City. Things get out of hand when Brantley becomes an executive under the name Carlton Whitfield when he meets Christy Wills, played by Helen Slater. Memorable movie moment: Brantley: Take a briefcase to
the Fred Melrose mailroom: What's in there? Brantley Foster: My lunch. Fred Melrose: Your lunch? In a briefcase? Brantley Foster: Yes. I ran out of brown bags. -- Written by Theresa McCabe in Boston. &gt;To contact the writer of this article, click here: Theresa McCabe. &gt;To follow the writer on Twitter, go to
@TheresaMcCabe. &gt;To send a news suggestion, send an email to: tips@thestreet.com. Disclosure: TheStreet's editorial policy prohibits publishers and staff reporters from holding positions in any individual action. Actions.
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